
Cymru Wales

No. Theme LMC Motion UPDATE

AC1 Urgent Care AC That conference:

i.  asks GPC Wales to remind service providers, in 
particular WAST and 111, that GPs are not an emergency 
response provider

ii.  believes that WG and HBs must stop the practice of 
GPs being expected to attend emergencies outside of 
practices as a replacement for a faltering ambulance 
service and

iii. hospital overcrowding

PASSED

1 Urgent Care Dyfed Powys That conference requests that GPC Wales remind other 
health services providers, in particular WAST and 111 that 
General Practice is not an emergency response provider.

2 Urgent Care North Wales Conference believes that GP staff being expected to leave 
their practices to attend medical emergencies elsewhere 
should be a vanishingly rare occurrence reflecting a 
major incident and not a replacement for a functioning 
ambulance service.

3 Urgent Care Morgannwg That conference believes there is frankly no situation 
where keeping a patient waiting outside an Emergency 
Department in an ambulance is a rational solution to 
hospital overcrowding and calls on WG and LHBs to stop 
the practice immediately.

PASSED

4 Urgent Care Gwent Conference demands urgent action on impacts on 
patients and primary care efficiency by the delays with 
ambulance transportation, which includes an All Wales
reporting system of incidents with a system to address 
leading to a solution for ambulance transportation from 
primary care requests.

PASSED

5 Urgent Care Gwent This conference demands that WAST include stroke in its 
RED immediate response list of conditions in view of the 
potential to prevent the devastating morbidity for patients.

PASSED

6 Clusters Dyfed Powys That conference urges the WG to require the HBs to 
mainstream the funding of the cluster initiatives which 
have been shown to be successful, enabling the clusters to 
invest cluster funding in new innovative schemes.

PASSED

7 Clusters Morgannwg That conference calls on GPCW to insist that LHBs finally 
mainstream the funding of those cluster initiatives that 
have been repeatedly and multiply piloted, evaluated and 
‘done to death’, preventing any further cluster innovation. 
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8 Clusters North Wales Mechanisms should be put in place to compel Local Health 
Boards to take successful cluster pilots providing value 
for money and supporting sustainability and meeting 
community needs into Core funding and so releasing 
funds to fund new initiatives.

9 Clusters Morgannwg That conference feels the ‘recurring but annual’ nature of 
cluster funding means that clusters are forced to spend 
pots of public money at haste and that a rolling 3-year 
budget be set for clusters.

PASSED

AC2 Clusters AC With regard to the function of clusters, the conference 
requires Welsh Government and Health Boards to give:

i.  A firm commitment to ongoing funding for staff 
employed under transformation or pacesetter schemes 
should evaluation show a positive impact on provision 
of primary care

ii.  a firm commitment that GMS practices will not be 
required to pick up the cost of staff employed using 
transformation or pacesetter monies

iii.  agreement to a timely evaluation of transformation or 
pacesetter schemes prior to continuation, including 
LMC involvement in the decision making process

TAKEN 

TOGETHER 

PASSED

10 Clusters Morgannwg That conference requires Welsh Government and Health 
Boards to give:

i.  a firm commitment to ongoing funding for staff 
employed under transformation or pacesetter schemes 
should evaluation of the schemes show they have 
successfully had a positive impact on the provision of 
primary care

ii.  a firm commitment that GMS practices will not be 
required to pick up the cost of staff employed using 
transformation or pacesetter monies

iii.  agreement to undertake timely evaluation of the 
scheme no less than two months before planned end 
date of scheme to allow adequate time for evaluation 
and continuation of scheme

iv.  involvement of the LMC in determining the nature 
and provider of the evaluation of such schemes v)
involvement of the LMC in decision making process 
with regard to the future of the scheme”

11 Clusters Dyfed Powys That conference advises the WG and HBs that GPs are 
suffering initiative fatigue, consequently engagement on 
the pathfinder and similar funding projects will not attract 
GP support.

PASSED

AC3 Clusters AC That conference requires our negotiating team to work 
with Welsh Government and health boards to:

i.  develop an all-Wales process for the appointment of 
cluster leads, with a standardised time-limited contract 
with consistent terms and conditions and incorporating 
a mandatory annual performance review process prior 
to contract extension

ii.  agree an all Wales constitution or terms of reference for 
cluster working

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

PASSED
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12 Clusters Morgannwg That conference requires our negotiating team to work 
with Welsh Government and Health Boards to:

i.  have a standardised all Wales agreement for terms and 
conditions of cluster leads so that they have adequate 
time for undertaking duties

ii.  have a standardised all Wales protocol for appointment 
of cluster leads which includes annual performance 
review and time limited “contract” which is renewable 
subject to support of cluster practices

iii.  have an all Wales agreement on constitution/terms of 
reference for cluster working including clarification on 
voting and non-voting members, attendees required 
for meeting to be quorate, how decisions will be made 
and ratified to ensure that all practices participate and 
engage in cluster working, and what actions will be 
taken to find solutions issues identified as hindering 
the potential of a cluster(s) and timescale / levers to be 
used to ensure same is completed”

13 Clusters Morgannwg That conference feels clusters in their current form can 
do no more and that they should become some form of 
separate legal entities in order to employ, pension and 
deliver care at ‘arms length’ from LHBs

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

14 Core and 
Enhanced 
Services

Morgannwg That conference feels that all LES/DES should be 
commissioned with an automatic annual uplift in line with 
DDRB enshrined within them.

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

15 Core and 
Enhanced 
Services

Dyfed Powys That conference instructs GPC Wales to seek a contractual 
agreement that requests for urgent home visits after 2pm 
each working day, if not safe to leave until next day, should 
be passed either to a commissioned urgent care service or 
ambulance service for review.

LOST

16 Core and 
Enhanced 
Services

Dyfed Powys That conference acknowledges that GPs should be 
expected to do only one single set of home visits each 
lunchtime per day.

17 Core and 
Enhanced 
Services

Morgannwg This conference instructs GPC Wales to ensure Welsh 
Government put a stop to the ‘post-code lottery’ where 
LHBs commission a local enhanced service for a service 
that is identically needed across Wales and ensures 
that such services are nationally delivered by Directed 
Enhanced services

PASSED

18 Core and 
Enhanced 
Services

Dyfed Powys That conference requests GPC and WG reviews minor 
surgery in general practice and introduces measures to 
ensure that its provision is sustainable and economically 
viable for practices.

PASSED

19 Core and 
Enhanced 
Services

North Wales That conference believes that blue badges are nothing 
to do with primary care. If councils want information in 
order to inform their decision they should use the access 
to medical reports act and pay a proportionate fee. They 
should not pressure the patient to request information via 
a SAR.

PASSED
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20 Cross Border North Wales Following the debacle of the commissioning between 
BCUHB and the Countess of Chester Hospital earlier this 
year conference calls for WG to

i.  recognise the contribution that care providers on the 
English side of the border make to the provision of 
healthcare to the Welsh population,

ii.  ensure that ideology does not jeopardise this element 
of capacity within the Welsh healthcare system, and

iii.  ensure that there is effective contingency planning in 
place to ensure continuity of provision in the event that 
the commissioned service is withdrawn

PASSED

21 Education and 
Training

North Wales That conference believes that effective medical education 
is a skilled and specialist role and:

i.  Expecting GPs to provide medical education for 
medical students and allied health professionals for 
no or derisory recompense risks non engagement of 
educators and impoverished experience for learners.

ii.  GPC should agree with WG a framework for financial 
recognition of the time and expertise required to 
effectively educate the frontline workforce of the future

PASSED

22 Education and 
Training

Dyfed Powys That conference advises WG that the incentives to 
encourage GP registrars to choose training schemes in 
Mid, West and North Wales have had a positive effect, and 
requests that they are continued going forward to build a 
sustainable GP workforce in these areas.

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

23 Future Care 
Planning

North Wales That conference believes that End of Life care forms 
(including DNAR and treatment escalation plans) should 
be completed and signed off by the clinician most involved 
with the patient, in partnership with the patient as 
appropriate. Requiring a senior doctor to countersign such 
forms is a nonsense in an era of multidisciplinary working 
and needs to stop.

PASSED

24 Secondary 
Care

North Wales That conference recognises that GMS practices are 
entitled to deliver care in a manner determined by the 
practice in order to respond to the reasonable needs of 
their patients. Conference notes increasing attempts by 
other agencies within the NHS to define when and where a 
GP practice assesses a patient on their list and calls on GPC 
Wales and WG to ensure that other services do not use
GP practices as part of their own service delivery design 
unless there is a negotiated agreement with resource to 
accompany it.

PASSED
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AC4 Secondary 
Care

AC That conference welcomes the all-Wales Communication 
standards but to ensure their efficacy calls for:

i.  an all Wales survey on the implementation of the 
standards to inform an All Wales strategy for monitoring 
and audit.

ii.  policing of the standards by LHBs and WG including 
education and if necessary professional sanction  
of breaches

iii.  the introduction of contractual levers on both primary 
and secondary care as to ensure consistent delivery 
and to move resources appropriately

iv.  assurance from the Wales GMPI scheme that GPs will 
be supported when standards are breached and work 
dumped on GPs is handed back to secondary care

v.  an annual report from HB on achievement against each 
standard with thresholds for achievement determined 
by WG and GPC Wales

PASSED

PASSED

LOST

PASSED

PASSED

25 Secondary 
Care

Morgannwg That conference welcomes the All-Wales Communication 
Standards but to ensure their efficacy calls for:

i.  Proper policing of the Standards by LHBs and WG, 
including education and if necessary professional 
sanction of breaches. ii)Introduction of a Fee payable by 
secondary care for breaches of the standard

ii.  Assurance from the Welsh General Medical Practitioner 
Indemnity scheme that GPs will be supported when the 
standards are breached and the work dumped on GPs is 
handed back unactioned to secondary care.

26 Secondary 
Care

Gwent Conference demands an All Wales survey on the 
implementation of the CMO communication standards 
leading to an All wales strategy for monitoring and 
solutions to their consistent application across Wales.

27 Secondary 
Care

Morgannwg That conference requires its GPC Wales negotiators, Welsh 
Government, CMO and HB Primary Care representatives to 
identify and put in place: 

i.  contractual levers on both secondary and primary 
care that will ensure the secondary / primary care 
communication standards are delivered consistently 
and regularly across each HB in Wales

ii.  consider utilising the all Wales Primary Care Reference 
Group approved financial framework to move resources 
from secondary to primary care as a potential solution 
to (1) as “money talks”

iii.  an annual report from HB on achievement against each 
standard with thresholds for achievement determined 
between WG and GPC Wales

28 Secondary 
Care

Gwent That conference demands that Welsh Government 
stops the policy of some hospitals / Health Boards of 
discharging patients back to their GP after just one 
missed appointment.

PASSED

29 Secondary 
Care

Morgannwg That conference feels it is high time that with reliable 
and safe gateway communication that a solution is found 
to allow radiology requesting electronically in line with 
Ionising radiation regulations.

PASSED
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30 Secondary 
Care

Morgannwg That conference calls on WG to ensure live, accurate 
Outpatient waiting times are available to GPs at the point 
of referral and to patients awaiting appointments.

PASSED

31 Secondary 
Care

Morgannwg That conference calls on LHBs to specify a sensible 
time period when any patient discharged from hospital, 
even those limited numbers with appropriate discharge 
information, are allowed ‘open access’ to directly return or 
contact secondary care rather than ‘go and see your GP’.

PASSED

32 Secondary 
Care

Gwent That Conference demands that Electronic hospital 
discharge summaries should be received by GP practices 
at the point of discharge.

PASSED

33 Health Boards Morgannwg That conference insists Welsh Government undertake 
an independent review of middle managers employed by 
each Health Board with a view to reducing their number 
by at least a 1/3 and reinvesting this saving in directly 
supporting practices

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

34 Health Boards Morgannwg That conference calls on WG to develop a mechanism 
whereby if a 2/3 majority of GPs expresses ‘no confidence’ 
in their contracting LHB by plebiscite, that WG undertake 
to investigate the matters of concern, review the functions 
of that LHB and consider using their discretionary powers 
to intervene in its running.

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

35 Health Boards Dyfed Powys That conference requests that HBs establish a mechanism 
for the provision of independent medical advice to the 
Board from joint GPs and consultants committees.

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

36 Bro Taf That this conference is appalled at WG’s divisive action to 
wholly fund indemnity from the global sum. Conference 
demands WG to provide a clear justification of their action 
as to why only GP partners were penalised to fund the 
indemnity cost

PASSED

37 Morgannwg That conference requires Welsh Government to revise 
its complaint procedures for general practice so that all 
complaints received and investigated include reference 
to any LHB or organisational issues that are relevant 
to the complaint are included in the response to avoid 
scapegoating individual GPs or practices for problems 
outwith their control.

PASSED

AC5 IT AC That conference insists that:

i.  the impacts caused by the delays in the IT 
procurement process is fully explained to practices 
and the impact on practice development during this 
time is fully acknowledged and reflected in the next 
procurement process

ii.  GPCW ensures in future no GP practice has to choose an 
IT system which is in development, or even worse,  
a pipe dream.

PASSED

PASSED

38 IT Morgannwg That conference insists that GPCW ensures in future 
no GP practice has to choose an IT system which is in 
development or even worse, a pipe dream.
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39 IT Gwent That conference insists that the impacts caused by the 
delays in the IT procurement process is fully explained to 
practices and the impact on practice development during 
this time is fully acknowledged and reflected in the next 
procurement process.

40 IT Dyfed Powys That conference asks that WG, NWIS and HBs urgently 
work together to implement the WCCG to make it the gold 
standard communication system GPs were promised.

PASSED

41 IT Gwent In the current digital age, conference asks Welsh 
Government to bring Wales to the electronic prescribing 
party and detail a timeline for doing so.

PASSED

42 Multi 
Disciplinary
Teams

North Wales That conference asks that District nurses teams should be 
practice based.

PASSED

43 Multi 
Disciplinary 
Teams

Morgannwg That conference notes the strengthening of the wider MDT 
in primary care but reminds Welsh government and Health 
Boards that: 

i.  whilst these professionals provide a valuable range 
of services in community, they DO NOT replace and 
CANNOT EVER replace the unique skill set of a GP and 

ii.  Welsh patients deserve all avenues to recruit, retain 
and train GPs to be aggressively pursued and a robust 
accelerated workforce strategy be put in place to 
deliver a sustainable GP workforce for now and  
longer term.

PASSED

AC6 Multi 
Disciplinary 
Teams

AC That conference requests that:

i.  WG and HBs implement measures to reduce the risk 
to and support for practices investing in new roles/
members of the practice team e.g. PAs, paramedics, 
pharmacy practitioners

ii.  WG develops a comprehensive plan to enable the 
training and secondment of these professionals within 
general practice

iii.  WG and HBs standardise referral mechanisms within the 
new model of care to allow these professionals to have 
the ability to refer on to other services

TAKEN 

TOGETHER 

PASSED

44 Multi 
Disciplinary 
Teams

Dyfed Powys That conference requests that WG and HBs implement 
measures to reduce the risk to and support for practices 
investing in new roles/members of the practice team e.g. 
PAs, paramedics.

45 Multi 
Disciplinary 
Teams

Dyfed Powys That conference requests that the WG develops 
a comprehensive plan to enable the training and 
secondment of the nurse practitioners, paramedics, 
pharmacy practitioners etc which are going to be bolster 
the general practice workforce in the ‘Healthier  
Wales’ strategy.

46 Multi 
Disciplinary 
Teams

Gwent That conference asks for referral mechanisms to be 
standardised so that, within the new model of care, all 
primary care healthcare professionals have the ability to 
refer on to other services.
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47 Out of Hours North Wales That conference believes that all out of hours doctors 
working for LHB’s should be contractually entitled to, and 
awarded, annual pay rises as per hospital doctors/ 
salaried GPs.

PASSED

48 Prescribing Bro Taf That this conference recognises that there is an 
unacceptable shortage of medicines in the UK and urges 
the government to enable community pharmacists to be 
able to provide an equivalent alternative so as to reduce its 
impact on the workload in primary care.

PASSED

49 Prescribing Gwent Conference is concerned of continued medical shortages 
and its impact on workload at an individual patient, 
practice and pharmacy level, and calls for an All Wales 
advice system on shortages and suitable alternatives, 
readily available as a single resource to primary care.

50 Prescribing North Wales In light of the ongoing shortage of many everyday 
medications conference calls for WG to look into setting 
up a self-sufficient generic pharmaceutical manufacturing 
base within Wales.

51 Prescribing Bro Taf That conference believes that Welsh Government ensures 
the appropriate delivery of the All Wales Community 
Pharmacy Common Ailments scheme so that the service 
can be made fit for purpose nationally and not hinder 
patient care.

PASSED

52 Prescribing Morgannwg That conference despairs at the ‘paperworkitis’ afflicting 
community nursing colleagues and that WG and the CNO 
should restore some sanity by either commissioning MAR 
charts from pharmacists or simply eradicating DN requests 
for completion of bespoke and pointless documentation 
for medicines already correctly prescribed with accurate 
dosing and administration instructions.

PASSED

53 Prescribing Morgannwg That conference would like to see irritating and clinically 
useless prescribing support software decommissioned 
immediately to prevent GPs suffering overuse tendon 
injuries from repeatedly ignoring them.

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

Emergency 
motion 74

Prescribing Dyfed Powys Conference demands that in the light of the fiasco with 
concerns over Ranitidine safety, Welsh Government 
must suspend the National Prescribing Indicator target 
for proton pump inhibitors due to the much reduced 
availability of alternative therapies and the increased 
workload this has caused practices, and award practices 
these incentive points in full without penalty given the 
adverse impact this has had on many hardworking GP 
prescribing team efforts.

PASSED

54 Prescribing Morgannwg That conference feels men with erectile dysfunction 
should have access to PDE5 inhibitors freely on the NHS 
and that GPs should not be limited by the schedule  
11 restrictions.

PASSED
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55 Public Health Dyfed Powys That conference believes that Transport for Wales is 
operating a transport service for the population of 
Wales and not a mobile pub chain and asks that Welsh 
Government sets an example in public health by banning 
the sale of and consumption of alcohol on board all  
TfW services.

LOST

56 Representation Bro Taf THAT Conference is appalled by the uncertainty caused 
by the protracted negotiations between the GPDF and 
the BMA with respect Terms of Service of the GPC Wales 
Executive and calls on GPC Wales to push for a rapid 
resolution for the sake of ongoing representation of the 
profession in Wales.

PASSED

57 Representation North Wales That conference agrees, following the GPDF reforms, 
that each LMC should now reimburse their own LMC 
conference delegate expenses and deduct such expenses 
from their normal GPDF levy contributions.

58 Representation North Wales That conference believes that following the GPDF reforms, 
the Welsh Conference of Representatives of LMCs is an 
appropriate forum to discuss the working and business 
relationships between LMCs and GPDF.

59 Representation Morgannwg That conference calls on Welsh LMCs to consider 
federating their structures and organisations in order to 
better deliver support for Welsh GPs.

LOST

60 Representation Morgannwg That conference does not see the purpose of a separately 
elected GPC UK in a country with 4 devolved Health 
services and that pan-UK issues should be discussed 
and managed by representatives of the 4 national GPCs 
coming together not a separate and expensive body.

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

61 Sustainability Morgannwg That conference calls on Welsh Government to publicly 
back General practice as the solution to the NHS crisis by 
investing a dedicated minimum percentage of NHS budget 
to GMS as a funding floor.

TAKEN AS A 
REFERENCE

62 Sustainability Bro Taf That this conference requests GPC Wales begin 
negotiations to underwrite the risks of redundancy 
payments of staff.

LOST

63 Sustainability Morgannwg That conference insists Welsh Government to pay 
more than lip service and empty rhetoric in its claim 
to supporting the GMS model for General Practice 
by investing directly into practices without attached 
bureaucratic ties as one practice being “allowed to fail” 
through its years of under investment is not acceptable at 
any time.

PASSED

64 Sustainability Dyfed Powys That conference acknowledges the measures already 
taken, however urges WG to take action to address the 
full range of GP premises issues which is impacting on the 
recruitment of partners and the sustainability of general 
practice in Wales.

PASSED

65 Sustainability Gwent Conference congratulates WG on its first tentative steps 
to address last man standing issues but demands further 
action to address this issue with urgency.
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66 Sustainability Gwent Conference asks Welsh Government to actively support 
small practices and accept that bigger is not always better 
when it comes to General Practice.

PASSED

67 Vulnerable 
patients

Bro Taf That conference recognises the deleterious effects of 
homelessness on physical and mental health and calls 
for the BMA to lobby Welsh Government to introduce 
legislation to ensure that no person completing a prison 
sentence is released to conditions of homelessness.

PASSED

68 Workforce Morgannwg That conference calls on Welsh Government to extend 
locum payments to GP principals who have given 5 years of 
service to take one sabbatical for not more than 6 months 
in every 10 year period.

LOST

69 Workforce Morgannwg That conferences calls on GPCW to insist that all Welsh GPs 
register on the WG locum list, as if it is to be of any value it 
must be an exact copy of the Medical Performers List, just 
in case.

PASSED

AC7 Workforce AC That conference asks Welsh Government what is being 
done in regard to the health and wellbeing of front line 
primary care staff in Wales, and:

i.  reflects on the practitioner support programmes being 
offered in Wales in comparison to England

ii.  considers the development of a toolkit for practice  
staff concerning GP partner health, probity  
or whistleblowing

TAKEN 
TOGETHER 
PASSED

70 Workforce Dyfed Powys That conference requests that Welsh Government look 
to the model of practitioner support being delivered in 
England for primary care workers via the Practitioner 
Health Programme and

i.  reflect on why this level of support isn’t being offered  
in Wales

ii. urgently rectify the situation.

71 Workforce Dyfed Powys That conference asks what work has been done in regards 
to the health and wellbeing of front line primary care 
consulting staff in Wales in the past year?

72 Workforce Dyfed Powys That conference asks whether work has ever been 
undertaken with practice staff about when they have 
concerns over issues of GP partner health, probity or 
whistleblowing and whether there is scope to develop a 
toolkit for practices to deliver with their staff?

73 Other Morgannwg That conference feels in 2019 no GP should wear a tie as 
they present an infection control risk, a financial burden 
on fashion conscious GPs and in general are a Health and 
safety menace.

MOVED TO NEXT 
BUSINESS
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A 
MOTIONS

Urgent Care North Wales Conference recognises that in hours general practice is 
not an emergency service, and calls for this to be stated 
clearly in contract documentation.

Education and 
Training

Dyfed Powys That conference requests that WG develops a plan to 
increase the number of medical students attending Welsh 
universities as a first step to addressing the shortage of 
doctors.

Multi 
Disciplinary 
Teams

North Wales That conference asks that all practices should have access 
to LHB funded pharmacists

Multi 
Disciplinary 
Teams

Gwent In view of Welsh Governments Healthier Wales policy of 
increasing the number of Multidisciplinary Healthcare 
workers onto the Primary care team, conference requests 
that the terms and reimbursements to practices regarding 
Parental leave is replicated for all allied healthcare 
professionals

Revalidation North Wales Conference calls for compulsory annual appraisal to be set 
aside and a more reasonable expectation of two appraisals 
in each revalidation cycle should be introduced.

Vulnerable 
patients

Morgannwg That conference demands Welsh Government commits to 
significantly improve the availability and quality of Mental 
Health Services, particularly crisis intervention teams, 
in order to fulfil its promises under the Mental Health 
Measure and minimise the negative impacts of Mental 
Illness on patients, GP’s and wider society.

Workforce Bro Taf That this conference requests GPC Wales begin 
negotiations to introduce a retention strategy to 
encourage more experienced GPs to remain in practice
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